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HALABY TO NEET WITH GENERAL AVIATION PILOTS OF TilE SOUTH
To improve services and understanding of General Aviation
in the South, N. E. Halaby, Administrator of the Federal
Aviation Agency, will meet w·i th pilots and others with a
direct interest, at an Atlanta "Fly-In".
The meeting was announced by Arvin 0. Basknight, Assistant
Administrator in charge of the FAA's Southern Region and is
a continuation of Halaby's policy of bringing the users of
the Nation's flight facilities and rules into plans for revision and modernization. It will be held in the FAA hangar
at F'ulton County Airport on Hay 13, 1962, from 2:00 to 5:00
p. m. All general aviation pilots, and others with a direct
interest, are invited.
During the meeting, Halaby will explain FAA programs and
policies on general aviation matters and will listen to comments and questions from the pilots. Similar sessions have
been held, or are planned, for other parts of the country.
"The National Aviation System we envision requires dedicated, proficient, and responsible pilots, as well as responsive service from the FAA. I want to exchange ideas
with general aviation pilots at these meetings to make sure
FAA policies are clearly understood and are fulfilling
general aviation needs," Halaby said.
Adequate facilities for parking of all airplanes during
the meeting will be available at Fulton County Airport.
Tower frequency at Fulton County is llS.5. Other facilities
available include omni frequency 110.4 and GC frequency
121.7. There are two paved runways: East-1vest (26-8),
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5200 feet; Northwest-Southeast (32-14), 3910 feet. A general
Aviation District Office and Flight Service Station are located at the airport site and will be adequately manned for
filing of flight plans.
OPERATOU OF THE l''fONTH

W. S. "Buster" n.owe

This month the Newsletter
honors w. s. "Buster" n.owe,
a man who for 28 years has
provided the City of Bennettsville with a first class
community airport. Duster
was recently mvarded a
plaque by the Bennett s ville
Junior Chamber of Commerce
in recognition and appreciation of his outstanding
service to his community.
Rmve field was first
opened in 1930 by Douglas
Woodle, later purchased by
W. S. Crosland and in 1934,
was bought by 1v. S. Rowe.

It has been in continuous operation since that time. During
World War II, Rowe Field was used as an auxiliary field by
the Army Air Force and it is still much in demand during
war games.
Buster began his flying back in the "water cooled" days
of the early 1930's under the tutelage of B. P. Parish and
Hartin Jensen, and began his Bennettsville operation in 1934.
In 1939 he joined llawthorne Flying Service at Owens Field in
Columbia.
Duster instructed for Hawthorne until 1940 when he moved
to Southern Airways Primary School at Camden. He later moved
to the Southern Airways School at Greenville and lvorked with
Ike Jones there until late 1942, when he joined the Naval
Air Force. After serving as a flight instructor in the Naval
Cadet program, Buster was transferred to the Naval Air
Transport Service and flew R4D's and R5D's for the duration
of the lvar.
Duster returned to Bennettsville in 1946 and reopened his
flying service and handled the G. I. flight program for
sereral years. His school was approved for private,
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commercial and instrument instruction.
In addition
to the flying school, Rowe Flying Service specialized
in Aerial Application using Steerman PT 17 1 s and
this service is still available.
At present ten aircraft are based at Rowe Field.
The longest rum\'ay is a 4,000 ft. long grass one which
is lighted. There is also a beacon at the field and
80 and 100 octane fuel is available. Buster has recently completed a beautiful pine panelled club ro~m
at the field.
Next time you are in the area, stop in for a visit.
PIPER TO SPEAK AT SPARTANBURG
Mr. 1v. T. Piper, Sr., will be in Spartanburg,
Friday, Hay 25th to address the Spartanburg Aviation
Asso'ciation. The meeting is set f<>r 8:00 P. :rvr. at
the Evans Junior High School Auditorium, and the
gener a l public is invited to attend.
Ernest Eaddy has is sued a s~cial invit a tion to
pilots in this area and transportation from the airport will be furnished . This is another in a series
of interesting programs planned by the Spartanburg
group. They are to be congratulated on doing an excellent job in promoting aviation i n the Piedmont
area.
NEW REGULATIONS
Rules to provid e greater safety for sport parachu~
ting, or "sky diving", have been proposed by the FAA.
The proposed rules would make parachutists, as we~l
as pi lots, responsible under the Civil Air Regula.:..
tions for the safe conduct of non-emergency jumps.
Presently only pilots of aircraft which drop the
parachutists are covered by the regulations.
The rules also wou l cl apply to military pi lots
and parachutists in some instances. For example, they
would cover jumps made by members of the armed forces
at civil airports, but not those made at most military facilities.
They also ,.,ro u ld not apply to military parachute equipment when used by armed forces
personnel .
EXA}'I-O~GRAM

NO . 12 1vAS OHITTED DUE TO LACK Or, SPACE
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EXAM-0-GRAM NO. 13
WEIGHT AND BALANCE
Loading the family automobile for a trip requires little serious planning. You can
C-R-A-M as much luggage into the trunk as you have space, squeeze as many persons
into the seats as you have room, and top off the gas tank with no thought given to Gross
Weight or Center of Gravity. A similar approach to loading your "flying machine"
could result in a serious accident.
WHAT IS EXCESSIVE WEIGHT? Assume that your airplane is a 4-place airplane with
a baggage allowance of 120 pounds, a usable fuel capacity of 39 gallons, and an oil
supply of 8 quarts. On a hypothetical flight you take on full fuel and oil servicing, toss
the suitcases in the baggage compartment, and you and your three passengers eagerly
climb aboard. This seems like a reasonable load, but if you had placed each of them
on the scales you might have found that you and the passengers average 180 lbs. each
(720 lbs. ), and the four suitcases, 30 lbs. each (120 lbs. ). The usable fuel load
weighs 234 lbs. and the oill5 lbs. Assume, also, that the Weight and Balance Data
for the airplane shows an empty weight of 1325 lbs. and a maximum allowable gross
weight of 2200 lbs. NOW, add the weight of the useful load to the empty weight and
compare the total to the allowable gross weight. (1089 lbs. + 1325 lbs. = 2414 lbs. )
. . . 214 lbs. excess!
WHAT RESTRICTIONS ARE THERE ON WEIGHT AND BALANCE? In many civilian
airplanes it is not possible to fill all seats, baggage compartment, and tanks, and still
remain within the approved weight and balance limits. If you do not wish to leave a
passenger behind (a normal reaction) you must reduce your fuel load and plan on
shorter legs enroute or cut down on the baggage carried, or both. Frequently, restrictions are placed on rear seat occupancy with maximum baggage allowance aboard. By
all means follow the Airplane Weight and Balance Form restrictions. The loading
conditions and the empty weight of your particular airplane may differ from those shown
in the Owner's Manual, especially if modifications have been made or equipment has
been added to the basic airplane.
IS CRUISE PERFORMANCE AFFECTED BY AN EXCESS LOAD? At normal weight, the
airplane requires a certain angle of attack to maintain straight-and-level flight at a
given airspeed. To sustain a heavier load at that same airspeed, the angle of attack
must be greater to provide the increased lift tbat is necessary. More power must be
added to overcome the increased drag which results from the increased angle of attack.
Additional power, in turn, burns more fuel, thereby reducing the range of the aircraft.
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IS CLIMB PERFORMANCE AFFECTED BY AN EXCESS LOAD? Time to climb to a
given altitude is lengthened, because extra thrust required to carry the additional
weight limits the rate of climb and may limit the climbing speed, since this depends
on the surplus power available. The additional time in climbing at the higher power
setting also increases the fuel consumption.
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IS "G" FORCE TOLERANCE AFFECTED? Assume that your airplane has a limitload factor of 3. 8 "G's". If the allowable gross weight is not exceeded, this means
the wings can safely support 3. 8 times the weight of the airplane and its contents. In
accelerated flight (pull-ups, turns, turbulent air) the actual load on the wings would be
much greater than the normal load, which of course results in much greater stresses
in the wing structure. Over1oading, therefore, has the effect of decreasing the "G"
load capability of the aircraft and thus could result in the wing being stressed to the
point of popped rivets, permanent distortion, or structural failure.
HOW IS AN AIRPLANE BALANCED? An airplane, like a steelyard scale, is in
perfect balance when the weight is distributed in such a manner that it remains level
when freely suspended. In an airplane, however, as long as the Center of Gravity lies
anywhere within specified limits, balance can be maintained in flight. Flight with the
CG outside of this range results in unsatisfactory or dangerous flight characteristics.
Loading an airplane then, is simply a matter of distributing the load so that the CG
falls within the allowable range. This can be accomplished by arranging the load in
accordance with the Center of Gravity Envelope provided for each airplane.
CG
I

G

aft

WEIGHT PROPERLY
DISTRIBUTED

EXCESS WEIGHT
PLACED AFT

DOES IMPROPER LOADING AFFECT SAFETY? YES! When loading conditions cause
the Center of Gravity to fall outside allowable limits, stability is adversely affected
and erratic control forces may develop. Stalling speed, takeoff distance, and landing
speed may be increased to the point of actual danger.
Due to the size of many baggage- compartments there might be a tendency to fill them
to capacity, ignoring the placarded baggage weight limitations. This could produce a
Center of Gravity aft of allowable limits creating a highly dangerous flight condition.
The result would be a nose high attitude which could lead to a stall from which recovery
might not be effected due to inadequate elevator control.
AN AIRPLANE'S BEHAVIOR IN THE AIR
IS DEPENDENT ON WEIGHT AND BALANCE!
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NO TANS

The s. c . Aeronautics Commission air marking program
will get under way in June. Air Harkers continue to be
am excellent navigation aid for the VFR Pilot. If your
community does not have a marker, get your request in
early to Smith c. HcDonald, Airport Supervisor, Dox 1176,
Columbia;, S. C ..
Work has been completed on the ne"'i-v lights at 1'lal ter~
boro and the lights will be turned on as soon as they are
checked out.
John Purvis, Heterologist in charge at Columbia, advises that the letter "Z" will be omitted from all
weather forecasts and reports in which it now appears ..
In the absence of any time zone indicator, zebra time will
be implied! Also as a special consideration to the N. C ..
Aero Club tour, when issuing forecasts for periods 1-'lay 10
thru 13 and May 18 thru 20th. If
conditions warrant a
general statement of trends expected for next 24 hours
instead of usual (12) will be issued.
For the record, we quote the following from the Civil
Aeronautics Board accident report of the Imperial Airlines
accident at Richmond..
"In view of the Doard 9 s findings it
is felt that the amount . of contamination concentration was
not sufficient to cause a complete loss of fuel pressure
as reported.
It is not likely that following several
hours of normal operation, contamination would either by
restricting the flow or causing malfunction of a component,
without warning and silmultaneously, cause the loss of
fuel pressure in two separate fu~l systems. It also should
be noted that none of the other aircraft serviced at
Columbia, including Imperial's other aircraft, reported any
trouble whatsoever from fuel contamination."
L;:twson us Flying Service is no\v operating the Beaufort
County Airport on Ladies Island. B. L. Nartin is :r.Ianager,
and they have 80 and 100 octane fuel available; charter and
air taxi service. The field is attended 2'4 hours a day.
Plans have been made to erect six all metal enclosed T
Hangars, also new administration building and snack bar
on northwest side of field.

FLY-INS
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The Jacksonville Chapter of the Florida Aero Club is
holding its annual Fly-In to Mayport Naval Air Station on
May 13 and they have issued an invitation for all interested pilots in South Carolina to attend.
Last year's fly-in was one of the most outstanding
ever held in the country with over four hundred aircraft,
and the club has a better one planned for this year.
It wi 11 be necessary to complete the release forms
and forward them to the Air Station prior to the 13th.
These '\vere distributed at the last Breakfast Club meeting.
The North Carolina Aero Club's Florida-Bahama Trip
"Operation Buccaneer" is being conducted from Hay 12 thru
May 19. If you haven't already made your reservations,
send to Beach Club Hotel, 3100 N. Ocean Blvd., Fort
Lauderdale, Florida.
BHEAKF AST CLUB NmvS
A good turn ou t was on hand for the Lake City meeting.
Twenty-four aircraf~ and 60 people. Mayor Evans had an
excellent program planned at the nelv Lake City Country
Club am almost everyone was awarded a prize. 1ve don't know
who '\von the bouncing ball but rumor has it that it went
home in President Coy Derrick's Tri-pacer.
The next meeting is set for Crescent Beach on May 13,
with the possibility of Union on the 27th. Buster Rowe
has also issued an invitation to have a meeting at
Bennettsville.
AIR SHARE MEETING
Karl Lindemann and Jack Barry represented the Commission at the Air Share meeting in Atlanta on April 19th.
It lvas a very well planned and informative meeting but
poorly attended. A number of changes in the regulations
that will affect all pilots were discussed, and Lou
Blaisdell gave everyone an opportunity to express his
opinion. Arvin o. Basnight, Regional Administrative was
present for the afternoon session.
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